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been shadow factories, recruiting drives, a huge air programme, a
Minister for Co-ofrdination of Defence, income tax at 53. and 53.6d.
in the pound. For years and years before 1936 we had spent
more than £100,000,000 a year on armaments.
What happened in all those months and years? Where did the
money go? What waste, and what undue profit, was there on con-
tracts? Why were Ministers who allowed this chaos to develop not
dismissed? Why were Ministers who were responsible for this
appalling mess allowed to rise, serene and unruffled, in their places,
and indict as the villains of the piece those who had called for these
evils and abuses to be remedied? They were the cause of all our
troubles, of all the Gadarene deterioration in the state of world
affairs, of the standards of humanity, justice and decency; they
left a red trail behind them leading from Manchuria and Abyssinia
to Spain and Czechoslovakia.
In 1933 all its experts in Europe had warned the Government
what was coming. In 1936, on paper, British rearmament at last
got under way. Is it really under way now, in 1939? Why was
it not begun in 1933, in 1934? Stanley Baldwin, answering this
charge that the Government failed to make preparations in 1934,
said in November 1936 that 'from my point of view5 it would have
made ethe loss of the election certain to tell the country "Germany
is rearming and we must rearm".' By waiting until 1935, 'We
won the election with a large majority'.
Now you know the stuff that elections are made of. In 1935
you were told, again by Baldwin, that Germany was not approach-
ing equality with you in the air, that in 1936 you would still be
twice as strong as Germany in the aifj in Europe. In 1936 you
were told, again by Baldwin, that the aim of British air policy ^
was to maintain an air force as strong as the strongest within
jumping distance of British shores. In November 1938 your Air
Minister gave figures in Parliament which mean that the relative^
strength of the British and German air forces is as one to three.
You cannot make good this gap; simultaneously you ha^ sacri-
ficed allies who would have helped to make it good. * >%
Germany at this September crisis, when you thought that w|r
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